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Multi-Stream

Ideal for centralized audio distribution systems in large 
installations, retailers, gastronomy, hotels, and luxury 
yachts, it enables seamless integration of in-ceiling or 
in-wall speakers with a central point using audio/power 
cables.

StreamUnlimited's StreamSDK Multi-Stream is a new 
software feature that allows multiple simultaneous audio 
players on a single module (Stream1955 or 
Stream1832). Ideal for centralized audio distribution 
systems in various settings, like home installations, 
retailers, gastronomy, hotels, and luxury yachts, it 
eliminates the need for costly hardware integration by 
providing a cost-effective, pure software solution.
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 Example Applications

 Residential Custom Installation

 Consumer Electronics (e.g. AVRs)

 Add services to existing product (StreamSDK Lite)

Stream1955 & Stream1832 modules
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and many more

Multi-Stream ≠ Multi-Room

Multi-Stream can play multiple Stream concurrently from 
a single device. Multi-Room plays a single Stream on 
multiple devices.

AirPlay Audio Spotify Connect Chromecast built-inAirableTIDAL Connect Amazon Music

Supported Services

and so much more


